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Private military contractors who do secret missions for Russia flew into Venezuela in the past
few days to beef up security for President Nicolas Maduro in the face of U.S.-backed
opposition protests, according to two people close to them.

A third source close to the Russian contractors also told Reuters there was a contingent of
them in Venezuela, but could not say when they arrived or what their role was.

Russia, which has backed Maduro's socialist government to the tune of billions of dollars, this
week promised to stand by him after opposition leader Juan Guaido declared himself
president with Washington's endorsement.

It was the latest international crisis to split the global superpowers, with the United States
and Europe backing Guaido, and Russia and China urging non-interference.

Related article: Putin's Indicted 'Chef' Descends on Africa, Mercenaries in Tow
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Yevgeny Shabayev, leader of a local chapter of a paramilitary group of Cossacks with ties
to Russian military contractors, said he had heard the number of Russian contractors in
Venezuela may be about 400.

But the other sources spoke of small groups.

Russia's Defence Ministry and Venezuela's Information Ministry did not respond to requests
for comment about the contractors. But Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said: "We have no
such information."

The contractors are associated with the so-called Wagner group whose members, mostly ex-
service personnel, fought clandestinely in support of Russian forces in Syria and Ukraine,
according to Reuters interviews with dozens of contractors, their friends and relatives.

A person believed to work for the Wagner group did not respond to a message asking for
information.

Citing contacts in a Russian state security structure, Shabayev said the contingent flew to
Venezuela at the start of this week, a day or two before opposition protests started.

Cuba connection?

He said they set off in two chartered aircraft for Havana, Cuba, from where they transferred
onto regular commercial flights to Venezuela. The Cuban government, a close ally of
Venezuela's ruling socialists for the last two decades, did not immediately respond to a
request for comment.

The contractors' task in Venezuela was to protect Maduro from any attempt by opposition
sympathisers in his own security forces to detain him, Shabayev said.

"Our people are there directly for his protection," he said.

Venezuelan authorities said they had put down an attempted revolt on Monday by rogue
military officers about a kilometre from the presidential palace in Caracas.

Maduro, the 56-year-old successor to Hugo Chavez, only takes to the streets in carefully-
controlled situations, since crowds have barracked him in the past.

Related article: Putin’s Needy Little Helpers Are Ruining Russia (Op-ed)

One of the two anonymous Russian sources, who is close to the Wagner group and fought in
foreign conflicts where it was active, said the contractors first arrived in advance of the May
2018 presidential election, but another group arrived "recently."

Asked if the deployment was linked to protecting Maduro, the source said: "It's directly
connected." The contractors flew to Venezuela not from Moscow but from third countries
where they were conducting missions, he added.

The third source, who is close to the private military contractors, said there was a contingent
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in Venezuela but he could not provide further details.

"They did not arrive in a big crowd," he said.

Publicly-available flight-tracking data has shown a number of Russian government aircraft
landing in or near Venezuela over past weeks, though there was no evidence the flights were
connected to military contractors.

A Russian Ilyushin-96 flew into Havana late on Wednesday after starting its journey in
Moscow and flying via Senegal and Paraguay, the data showed.

The aircraft, a civilian jet, is owned by a division of the Russian presidential administration,
according to a publicly-available procurement contract relating to the plane.

Between Dec. 10 and Dec. 14 last year, an Antonov-124 heavy cargo aircraft, and an
Ilyushin-76 transport aircraft, carried out flights between Russia and Caracas, flight-tracking
data showed. Another Ilyushin-76 was in Caracas from Dec. 12 to Dec. 21 last year. All three
aircraft belong to the Russian air force, according to the tracking data.
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